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Abstract
Functionalizing transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) is an intriguing approach to expand the
tunability and operation of optoelectronic devices. For example, forming nanoparticles that act as
quantum wells or barriers in zinc oxide (ZnO), one of the main TCOs today, may expand its
optical and electronic tunability. In this work, 800keV Ge ions have been implanted at a dose of
1×1016 cm−2 into crystalline ZnO. After annealing at 1000 °C embedded disk-shaped particles
with diameters up to 100 nm are formed. Scanning transmission electron microscopy shows that
these are particles of the trigonal Zn2GeO4 phase. The particles are terminated by atomically
sharp facets of the type {11 2 0}, and the interface between the matrix and particles is decorated
with misfit dislocations in order to accommodate the lattice mismatch between the two crystals.
Electron energy loss spectroscopy has been employed to measure the band gap of individual
nanoparticles, showing an onset of band-to-band transitions at 5.03±0.02 eV. This work
illustrates the advantages of using STEM characterization methods, where information of
structure, growth, and properties can be directly obtained.
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1. Introduction

ZnO is an important semiconductor that has attracted con-
siderable scientific and technological interest due to a wide
range of applications, including its use as transparent con-
ductive oxide (TCO) [1, 2]. For further enhancement of the
functionality of ZnO as a TCO, one possibility is to embed
nanoparticles that can act as quantum wells, barriers or even
utilize the optoelectronic properties of the particles for
detection, emission or storage applications.

Highly conductive ZnO films used as TCOs can be rea-
lized via doping by aluminum [3], and gallium [4–7], but also
using group IV elements such as silicon and germanium (Ge)

[8]. Ge is of particular interest, since embedded nanoparticles
of elemental Ge and several of its oxide forms are semi-
conducting with a size-dependent tunability [9], while the
unprecipitated Ge remains as donor on substitutional site in
the ZnO matrix [10, 11]. For Ge concentrations below 14%–

15%, trigonal Zn2GeO4 is in thermodynamic equilibrium with
ZnO [12]. However, this semiconducting oxide has received
little attention despite having a wide range of intriguing
properties, and possible applications for batteries [13, 14] and
photodetectors [15, 16] among others. It has a wide band gap,
which is often quoted to be in the range of 4.5–4.7eV
[17–19]. Systems with nanosized precipitates often have
particles with the shape of rods, ribbons or spheres, and the
particle shape and size are seen to influence the properties.
The interaction between nanosized particles of Zn2GeO4 and
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a matrix of ZnO has not previously been accounted for. More
information is therefore needed in order to utilize Zn2GeO4

particles in ZnO.
In this work, ion implantation and post-implantation

annealing have been used to create particles in the form of
disks of Zn2GeO4 embedded in ZnO. The structure of the
interface between the particles and matrix is investigated in
detail using scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) and geometrical phase analysis (GPA). Furthermore,
the optical properties of individual embedded Zn2GeO4 par-
ticles is measured using electron energy loss spectrosc-
opy (EELS).

2. Experimental methods

A hydrothermal (0001)-oriented ZnO single crystal from
Tokyo Denpa was implanted by 800keV Ge with a fluence of
1016 cm−2 along [0001] using a 1MV NEC tandem accel-
erator. The maximum resulting Ge concentration was esti-
mated to be approximately 1020 cm−3 at the projected depth
(Rp) of ∼325nm. Furthermore, annealing at 1000 °C was
performed for 1 h, whereas reference samples of virgin ZnO
and Ge-implanted ZnO without annealing were also prepared.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) were con-
ducted using a Cameca IMS7f microanalyzer with a 10keV

+O2 primary beam. Areas of 125×125 μm2 were scanned,
and the crater depths were measured with a Dektak 8 stylus
profilometer. A constant erosion rate was assumed in the
conversion between sputtering time and depth, and the as-
implanted sample was used as reference for the concentration
calibration. Furthermore, structural quality of the samples
before and after the anneal was analyzed by Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) in channeling mode
(RBS/C). 1.62MeV 4He+ ions were employed, which were
backscattered into the detector placed at 165° relative to the
incident beam direction. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measure-
ments were performed with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ=1.5406 Å)
in a Bruker AXS D8 Discover system.

Electron transparent cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by mechanical
grinding and polishing. Final thinning was performed by Ar
ion milling with a Fischione Model 1010, and plasma
cleaning with a Fischione Model 1020 was applied directly
before the TEM investigations. A JEOL JEM-2100F at
acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used for initial sample
investigation by TEM and STEM. High resolution STEM
imaging, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and
EELS were conducted on an FEI Titan G2 60–300 equipped
with a CEOS DCOR probe-corrector, a monochromator and
Super-X EDX detectors. High resolution STEM imaging and
EDS were performed at 300 kV with a probe convergence
angle of 31 mrad, using a high angle annular dark field
(HAADF) detector. The resulting spatial resolution was
approximately 0.08 nm. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis
was used on high resolution HAADF STEM images, and
lattice strain maps were made by geometric phase analysis
(GPA) in the Gatan GMS software suite. EELS spectrum

imaging was performed at 60 kV using a Gatan Quantum 965
imaging filter, a probe convergence angle of 31 mrad, and a
collection angle of 21 mrad. The energy dispersion was
0.01 eV/channel. The energy resolution measured using the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the zero-loss peak
was 0.12 eV. Principle component analysis (PCA) [20] with
17 components was used to reduce spectral noise.

3. Results and discussions

Figure 1(a) shows the Ge concentration measured by SIMS as
a function of depth for the as-implanted sample, and after
annealing at 1000 °C. For the as-implanted sample, the Ge is
broadly distributed with a maximum centered around 400nm
below the surface. Interestingly, after annealing at 1000 °C, a
distinct increase in the Ge signal around Rp is observed,
despite the implantation fluence being the same as for the

Figure 1. Bulk characterization of the Ge-implanted ZnO sample
before and after annealing at 1000 °C. (a) SIMS, showing an
increased count rate after annealing due to a matrix effect. (b) RBS,
showing decreasing yield with annealing, indicating reduced defect
density. (c) XRD results indicate the formation of the trigonal
Zn2GeO4 phase after annealing, exhibiting a preferred orientation
relationship with the ZnO matrix (peaks marked with asterisks are
from the holder).
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as- implanted sample. This increased SIMS intensity implies a
change in the local environment around Ge, for instance
through the formation of a new phase containing Ge, giving
rise to a higher signal (the so-called “matrix-effect” [21]). A
similar effect has been observed previously in this system
after annealing at 800 °C [22], where small Ge nanoparticles
have been identified in the ZnO matrix. Hence, the SIMS
results indicate that a secondary phase is formed in the ZnO
matrix causing an increased ionization effciency of Ge.

The channeling RBS spectra of as-implanted and
annealed samples are shown in figure 1(b), where a spectrum
from an unimplanted (virgin) sample and a randomly oriented
ZnO sample are shown as references. The as-implanted
spectrum is characterized by the low yield of backscattered
ions near the surface region (corresponding to the channel
400), but with a rapid increase from approximately 200 nm
depth. The spectrum is also characterized by high de-chan-
neling yield beyond the maximum of Ge concentration
(∼400 nm) without a well defined damage peak. Such spec-
trum shape is typical for channeling implantations [23], and
indicates the presence of extended defects, such as dislocation
loops and stacking faults [24]. Figure 1(b) also shows that
annealing at 1000 °C is not enough to completely anneal out
the Ge-induced defects and the spectrum is still above that for
virgin crystal, indicating that defects still persist and higher
temperatures or longer annealing times are needed to com-
pletely restore the crystal structure.

Figure 1(c) shows x-ray diffractograms from the as-
implanted and 1000°C annealed samples. Disregarding the
peaks from the sample holder, marked with asterisks, the as-
implanted sample only shows diffraction peaks corresponding
to pure crystalline ZnO. However, the sample annealed at
1000°C shows additional peaks, confirming that a new
crystalline phase has formed. The most prominent peaks are
at 2θ=12°, 25° and 66°. These peaks can be indexed as
(11 2 0), (22 4 0), and (55 10 0) from the trigonal phase
Zn2GeO4. These peaks can also be seen as 1st, 2nd and 5th
order reflections from (11 2 0), showing that the trigonal phase
Zn2GeO4 has a preferred orientation with respect to ZnO.

Figure 2(a) shows a low angle annular dark field (ADF)
STEM image of the 1000 °C annealed sample, with an
overlay of the Ge concentration depth profile found by SIMS.
This ADF STEM image provides strong diffraction contrast,
e.g. strained areas such as defects and coherent or semi-
coherent nanoprecipitates are standing out as bright features.
In the present work, our focus is on the large particles at a
depth of 350–750 nm below the sample surface.

Figures 2(b) and (c) show Zn and Ge EDS elemental
maps of one of the large particles. The maps clearly
demonstrate the presence of Ge and depletion of Zn in the
particle compared to the surrounding matrix.

Figure 3(a) shows a high resolution high angle annular
darkfield (HAADF) STEM image of a particle, hereafter
referred to as Particle A, showing excellent crystallinity. The
corresponding FFT diffractograms verified the wurtzite
structure of ZnO (Figure 3(b)) and the trigonal Zn2GeO4

phase (figure 3(c)), and also reveal a preferred orientation

relationship between the particle and the matrix described by:

[ ]( ) ∣∣ [ ]( ) ( )1120 0001 0001 1120 1ZnO Zn GeO2 4

which is consistent with the XRD results.

Figure 4(a) shows Particle A together with a second
Zn2GeO4 particle referred to as Particle B (figure 4(b)). Par-
ticles A and B are viewed along two different projections of
ZnO, [11 2 0] and [1 100 ], respectively. These projections are
perpendicular to each other. Thus, we are observing Zn2GeO4

both along and perpendicular to the c axis of the trigonal
unit cell.

As seen in figure 4 the dominating interface is
(11 2 0) ∣∣( )0001Zn GeO ZnO2 4

which is atomically flat. In addition,
the particles make facets at the two other crystallographi-
cally equivalent sets of planes ( ) ∣∣( )1210 1101Zn GeO ZnO2 4

,

Figure 2. (a) Overview ADF STEM image of the Ge-implanted ZnO
sample after annealing at 1000 °C. The overlay is the corresponding
SIMS profile. (b) and (c) EDS maps of a large particle located in the
region of high Ge concentration.
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( ) ∣∣( )2110 1101Zn GeO ZnO2 4
and their negatives. These termina-

tions are, however, less pronounced.
The dominating ( ) ∣∣( )1120 0001Zn GeO ZnO2 4

interface was
further studied using GPA for the nanoscale localization of
strained regions and misfit dislocations (MDs). Along the
projection direction ([ ] ∣∣[ ] )1100 1100Zn GeO ZnO2 4

the in-plane

matching takes place between the ( )0006 Zn GeO2 4
and

(11 2 0)ZnO planes that are vertical to the interface. Given that
their nominal interplanar spacings are =d 0.1588Zn GeO

0006
2 4

nm

and =d 0.1625ZnO
1120 nm, the misfit with respect to the ZnO

matrix ( -d d

d
p m

m
, where p and m denote the particle and matrix

Figure 3. (a) High resolution HAADF STEM image of a Zn2GeO4 particle embedded in ZnO matrix. (b) and (c) FFT diffractograms
indicating the wurtzite ZnO and the trigonal Zn2GeO4 phase respectively and their preferred orientational relationship.

Figure 4. High resolution HAADF STEM image of ZnO/Zn2GeO4 interfaces along two orientations: (a) Particle A in the [11 2 0]ZnO
projection. Blue lines are guides for the eye with regard to the crystallographic planes that terminate the particle. (b) Particle B in the
[1 100]ZnO projection. (c) The corresponding GPA εxx strain map of particle B, and the corresponding strain profile (inset).
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respectively) is approximately −2.3%, and for the full strain
accommodation MDs are expected every 6.9 nm. The GPA
εxx strain map in figure 4(c) created from the corresponding
HAADF-STEM image in figure 4(b) displays a periodic array
of MDs along and at the vicinity of the two interfaces. The
extra half planes are localized at the Zn2GeO4 side, since the
MDs compressive component (green/blue) is inside the par-
ticle and the tensile component (red/yellow) is inside the
matrix. The experimentally measured misfit (−2.8%±0.3%)
shown by the GPA strain profile (figure 4(c) inset), is in good
agreement with the nominal lattice misfit between the particle
and the matrix, indicating that the system is almost fully
relaxed, with the lattice mismatch being accommodated by
the MD introduction.

As seen in figure 4(a), the interfaces involving the {1 1 01}
planes of ZnO become stepped. If we assume that these steps are
easily formed, we have a partial explanation for why the pre-
cipitates become disk shaped. The growth of particles can often
be explained in terms of a Terrace-Ledge-Kink (TLK) model
[25, 26]. This model points to the fact that growth is difficult on
an atomically flat surface (a terrace). At the concave corners of a
stepped surface there are more directions for a newly arrived
atom to form bonds. An interface with ledges and kinks will
therefore generally grow faster, leading to precipitates shaped as
plates or rods. This would explain the shape as we see it for
Particle A. Since the precipitates of Zn2GeO4 are shaped as
plates and not rods, a similar mechanism for fast growth must
also exist for the perpendicular direction, as we see in the picture
of Particle B. These interfaces need not be faceted, as an inco-
herent hemispherical interface will also have high mobility [27].

Concerning the functional properties of the Zn2GeO4

particles, EELS in STEM (STEM-EELS) provides a unique
way of measuring the optical properties of individual
embedded particles, in contrast to optical spectroscopy
methods that probe the average properties of a large sample

volume. STEM-EELS from a large Zn2GeO4 particle and
from the ZnO matrix are shown in figure 5. Here, the back-
ground consisting of the tail from the Zero-Loss Peak (direct
beam without significant energy loss) can be described by a
decaying power function as is shown by the dashed line. In
ZnO, the onset of energy-loss is known to be related to the
band gap [28–31], and assuming parabolic conduction and
valence bands separated by a direct gap Eg, the energy-loss
edge can be described by [32]

= -( ) ( )I E c E E . 2g

For the spectra measured in the ZnO matrix after back-
ground-subtraction, applying a curve fit of this function to the
energy-loss edge yields an onset of 3.28±0.01 eV (average
and standard deviation of N=10 separate measurements).
This is highly consistent with previously reported values for
the energy loss onset and band gap of ZnO [7, 33, 34], as well
as the range of results by optical absorption measure-
ments [35].

Figure 5 shows that the energy loss edge corresponding
to ZnO is present in the spectrum from the Zn2GeO4 region.
We attribute this to two effect; first there may be ZnO above
and below the particle along the beam path, and second, the
inelastic delocalization of the EELS signal means that
approximately 50% of the signal originates at distances larger
than 6–7nm from the point of measurement [36]. Therefore,
contributions from both the particle and the matrix are
expected.

An important feature observed is that the spectrum from
the Zn2GeO4 particle in figure 5 exhibits an increased energy
loss intensity starting at around 5eV. This feature is not
present in the matrix, and is assigned to the onset of band-to-
band transitions in Zn2GeO4. The band gap of the Zn2GeO4

particles was estimated by studying the spectra from 10 dif-
ferent particles. The background originating from the ZnO
edge was subtracted by using a linear function, and
equation (2) was subsequently fitted to the resulting isolated
Zn2GeO4 edge. By this procedure an average value of
Eg=5.03 eV with a spread of σ=0.02eV was obtained.
While this is somewhat higher than the band gap values often
quoted elsewhere (4.5–4.7 eV) [17–19], it is noteworthy that
STEM-EELS provides a method for optical characterization
on individual particles embedded in a matrix. This provides a
useful tool for further exploration of small-scale systems, and
opens up for a range of possible experiments with superior
spatial resolution. This includes investigations of complex
particles, grains, films, and so on, perhaps also in systems
where quantum effects may influence results.

4. Conclusions

Implantation of Ge in a ZnO single crystal with subsequent
annealing at 1000°C has been found to form embedded
Zn2GeO4 particles in the ZnO matrix. By employing atomic-
resolution STEM imaging, we have demonstrated that the

Figure 5. STEM-EELS of an embedded Zn2GeO4 particle and the
surrounding ZnO matrix, with background and onset fittings. The
spectra are normalized to the background intensity at 2.5 eV
eneergy loss.
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Zn2GeO4 nanoparticles have a preferred orientation with the
ZnO matrix, as well as preferred growth direction. The
STEM-EELS spectrum imaging method has been success-
fully applied to the analysis of individual Zn2GeO4 embedded
particles, providing a direct measurement of the band gap of
the nanoparticles. The findings from this work show that ZnO
can be functionalized by Ge, while also illustrating the
advantages of structural and optical characterization using
sub-angstrom spatial and high energy resolution STEM and
EELS methods.
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